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Q2) Attempt any FIVE ofthe following; [2 each]

a) State the additive and multiplicative models oftime series.

b) Define partial corelation coefficient for atrivariate data.

c) State any two properties of regression coefficient for bivariate data.

d) rp = 0.6,rs - -0.9,rrt = 0.8. Are the given data consistent?

e) Explain the term correlation.

0 Define time series. State the components of Time series.

g) State the types correlation for the following:

i) Weight and blood pressure of individuals.

ii) Demand and price of product.

h) For a certain bivariate data the least square lines ofregression are

3X - Y = 5 and 4X - 3Y = 0. Obtain means ofX and Y.

Q3J Attempt any TWO ofthe following: [4 each]

a) For a trivariate data: r,,:0.6, r,-: 0.7,r,":0.65. Compute .Rr.r3

b) Describe the steprvise procedure offitting ofregression ofY on Xto the

bivariate data using method of least squares.

c) Explain the concept ofconelation. State the properties ofcorrelation

coefficient.

Q4l Attempt any Two ofthe following [4 each]

a) What is time series? Explain the components oftime series.

b) Write short note on scatter diagram. State its merits as a measure of

correlation.

c) Find corelation coefficient between X and Y given that:

"= e,)rr -r)'=36,Io -il'=++,ltx-x-)(y- y)=24
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